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Following the adoption of the new Commission’s Guidelines on rescue and restructuring, the authors look closer into the principle of burden sharing to contextualize the impact of implementation of the Guidelines in practice, given the case law at hand. The stringent rules of rescue and restructuring of firms in difficulties provide the opportunity and chance to give them economic, production and employment rise where assessed viable and necessary. Yet, although welcoming the introduction of the burden sharing as a largely positive principle, the authors feel there is a space to (re)consider the proportionality of burden sharing principle, its limits as well as the effect. The rightful expectation of the State is to “cash in” the original investments by taking over debt-to-equity principle, thus being represented through ownership and accumulating all the owner’s rights as per national company’s law and other biding legislation, dependant on the Member state in question. The authors question the extent at which the State, firstly, enters the firms by assuming equity and, secondly, exercises its owner’s right with(out) the political context.
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### 1. INTRODUCTION

The Guidelines on State aid for rescuing and restructuring non-financial undertakings in difficulties was introduced in July 2014\(^1\) (hereinafter: the R&R Guidelines) as part of the overall State aid modernization process\(^2\). State aid represents a public expenditure; thus the R&R Guidelines aim at ensuring that its spending is effective and presents an investment for future, based on a *return on investment* principle. The novelties introduced embrace better targeting of aid, the burden sharing principle, temporary restructuring aid for SMEs as well as further elaborated principles of own contribution, all leading to tax payers having a fair share of the rescue and restructuring process. Since its adoption in 2014, the R&R Guidelines received limited attention by legal scholars. Some authors focused on R&R economic aspects and balancing test,\(^3\) whilst others explored its economic significance through the lens of the discretionary character of rescue and restructuring.\(^4\)

---

\(^1\) Guidelines on State aid for rescuing and restructuring non-financial undertakings in difficulty, Official Journal C 249, 31.07.2014, p.1

\(^2\) Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on EU State aid modernisation (SAM), COM(2012) 209 final.


\(^4\) Ramona Ianus and Massimo Francesco Orzan, Aid subject to a discretionary assessment under Article 107(3) TFEU in Hoffman, Micheau, State Aid Law of the European Union, Oxford University Press, 2016
Yet there is an important issue that has not caught sufficient attention- the principle of burden sharing. In essence, the burden sharing represents a contribution to restructuring costs by firm’s denouncement of its future profit in favour of the State. The principle of burden sharing has been introduced in 2014 R&R Guidelines following its successful application across the financial sector.\(^5\) Amongst the instruments used\(^6\), the Commission applied a burden sharing principle in order “to curtail as much as possible moral hazard in the future.”\(^7\) The Commission highlighted that the restructuring process has been overall effective when looking at all of the measures implemented during the application of the temporary State aid to financial sector.\(^8\) The Commission did not single out the burden sharing principle as the main factor of restructurings’ effectiveness, which is understandable considering that an overall effect of a restructuring process is dependent upon all individual factors combined. However, the fact remains that following this success, the 2014 R&R Guidelines introduced, \textit{inter alia}, the principle of burden sharing as a benchmark criterion for awarding R&R aid to firms in difficulty across sectors.

The authors explore this policy choice by evaluating the probability of achieving equal success in other sectors. One may argue that due to the fact that burden-sharing principle entails additional commitments to already heavily committed firms in difficulty, its application should not be the norm. In other words, that it is justifiable only in times of crisis as a one-off measure suited to particular characteristics of the financial sector, its importance to the overall economy and the states’ vulnerability as aid grantor. The authors contend that this newly introduced principle actually ensures the right balance between legitimate interests of the state and interests of state aid beneficiaries and is likely to bring about crucial benefits to the restructuring process outside the financial/banking sector as well. Applied burden sharing principle may in fact keep the recipient firms in more discipline implementing the “wish lists” under their restructuring plans, having the State waiting for its rightful “cut” in the gain at the end of the process. In addition, the authors advance the opinion that the attainment of the return on investment principle rests primarily on the burden sharing principle. Its application is likely to incite an evolution of the traditional understanding of state aid concept: it may transform the role of the

---

state from a benefactor trying to “attain particular economic and social objectives” to an investor likely to have direct returns of its investment and thus its introduction should be welcomed. Yet, the role of the State may have its negative side; the authors thus question the qualitative exercise of investor’s rights enabling the State to go beyond the reasonable owner’s/equity/shareholder’s right but also set forth the question of the State’s withdrawal from the firm.

In order to present their arguments in a clear and coherent manner, the authors first analyse the notion of burden sharing as applied to the financial sector and identify its content in the 2014 R&R Guidelines (Section 2). The application of the burden sharing principle following the 2014 R&R Guidelines is analysed and evaluated though a case study of Polzela d.d. Given the fact that the restructuring plans following the 2014 R&R Guidelines have not been fully implemented yet, the authors will limit themselves to identifying open questions and potential perils that may emerge in its ex post implementation. (Section 3). Concluding remarks are offered last (Section 5).

2. 2014 GUIDELINES ON RESCUE AND RESTRUCTURING – THE BURDEN SHARING PRINCIPLE – back to business

2.1. Burden sharing principle in the banking sector

The quick reaction by the Commission in response to the financial crises came in the form of a Banking communication outlining the principles by which the State aid should be awarded. The Commission also sought to ensure that the aid awarded by the State was clear and limited in its scope, i.e. restricted only to what was needed to overcome the acute financial crises without providing a misused and unjustifiable benefit for bank shareholders/owners. The Restructuring Communication of 22 July 2009 provided a framework for the use of State aid in course of bank restructuring process in time of crisis. These rules, together with the three previous Communications on banking, recapitalisation and impaired assets, offered guidelines how to assess different support measures to banks during the financial crisis. The Restructuring Communication outlined conditions to be fulfilled in order for assistance to be compatible with State aid rules so as to ensure the return to viability without further State aid. Participation in own restructuring process by beneficiaries of State aid was necessary to restore the balance between the crisis, short-term financial difficulties and the principles of Internal market financial services. Thus, the burden sharing principle required from banks to contribute to the

10 Communication from the Commission on The application of State aid rules to measures taken in relation to financial institutions in the context of the current global financial crisis (OJ C 270, 25.10.2008, p. 8)
12 Communication from the Commission — ibid 7
13 Ibid. The overall goal of the Restructuring Communication was to ensure the return to viability of banks, limit the restructuring aid to needed minimum and ensure that banks participate in cost of restructuring through their own resources and limit the distortion of market competition by imposing on state aid beneficiaries’ measures of divestments, behavioural measures and / or temporary restrictions of acquisitions via publicly allocated resources.
14 Former Vice President of the Commission and Commissioner for Competition Joaquin Almunia addressing State aid law and banks, addressed his opinion on the subject to have believed „…that… institutional shareholders
restructuring costs. The goal was to ensure that a restructured bank pays for the aid received once it returned to viability. The sharing of the burden or, better said, paying back what they received in the time of crisis, consisted of restrictions of payment of dividends, coupons on hybrid capital by loss-making banks or, where not immediately possible, claw-back clauses foreseen in the restructuring plan(s). Where banks were not providing restructuring plans, they needed to present their viability plans that did not contain the burden sharing principles. As explained by Bomhoff, Jarosz-Friis and Pesaresi, proper burden sharing is meant to solve the problem of moral hazard, by “requiring the firm, its shareholders and hybrid capital holders...to pay as much as possible for the State intervention. This can take the form of a high price for recapitalisations, the level of first loss and remuneration paid for impaired assets reliefs or, more lasting, bans or limitations on coupon payments on hybrid capital.”

To illustrate the necessity of burden sharing principle, let us look at the Commission’s decision on Italian Banca Tercas where the Commission concluded that the aid provided to Banca Tercas by mandatory depositary scheme was not compatible with state aid rules. The Commission concluded that no restructuring plan was provided and that the burden sharing was not respected along with the limitations to distortion of market competition. The Commission found that the burden to be shared on the part of the Bank and its capital holders have not sufficiently contributed to the perspective restructuring plan of the Bank for aid received to be accountable for. Contrary to this example, amongst many decisions taken during the financial crisis, the Commission e.g. took the decision not to raise objections to Belgian KBC amendments to restructuring plan that included the introduction of an incentive structure to asset relief measure (the State Protection Measure) to encourage KBC, subject to strict conditions, to reduce the exposure of the Belgian State to the assets covered by the portfolio. On burden sharing principle, the Commission established that “...despite the possible fee reduction, KBC still pays remuneration for the SPM (i.e. the Cash Range) that substantially exceeds the minimum required by the Commission for an asset relief, by around EUR [...]”

should be held responsible for their mistakes or their reckless risk taking. “Speech/11/62, "Landesbanken and the EU competition rules", 9th Handelsblatt annual conference Strategies for Savings Banks and Landesbanken, Berlin, 2 February 2011, pp. 5 et seq.

Where banks received a limited amount of aid whereas they were in fact basically sound, they were not required to provide other than the information on their viability and have their business plan reviewed/evaluated to demonstrate their capital adequacy and risk profile.


Ibid – point 188, p. 27. Amongst all the findings, the Commission concluded the following: “The only form of aid similar to a grant in the 2013 Banking Communication is aid for recapitalisation. However, recapitalisation requires a number of compatibility criteria to be fulfilled: there must be: (i) a capital raising plan, outlining all possibilities available for the bank in question to raise capital from private sources, (ii) a restructuring plan that will lead to the restoration of the viability of the financial institution, (iii) a sufficient contribution on the part of the beneficiary itself, with holders of capital and subordinated debt instruments contributing as much as possible (burden-sharing), and (iv) measures sufficient to limit the distortion of competition. While a capital raising plan may have been implemented by Tercas’s[...], the Commission has not been provided with evidence that the compatibility requirements described here have been met.”

Overview of decisions and on-going in-depth investigations of Financial Institutions in Difficulty, Memo by the European Commission, Brussels 01.01.2016. — found at http://ec.europa.eu/competition/recovery/banking_case_list_public.pdf

Decisions in the context of the monitoring of the implementation of decisions regarding restructuring and liquidation aid for financial institutions Text with EEA relevance OJ C 135, 9.5.2012, p. 5–5
billion. The own contribution by KBC in that regard remains considerable.” Based on all the findings as well as the limited period of extension of the measures, the Commission has established that KBC would be able to complete the divestment of the businesses by determined date and that the divestments of Kredyt Bank and KBC Banka are compatible with the Internal market.

In 2013, the Commission has adapted its temporary state aid rules for assessing public support to financial institutions during the crisis. The Commission's experience with the rescue and restructuring of financial institutions during the financial and economic crisis has shown that specific rules applicable to the financial sector can be beneficial in view of the specific characteristics of financial institutions and financial markets. If the requirement imposed on banks to return to their viability withholding a part of the profit on account of being saved by public money worked for the financial sector, why not apply the same for the non-financial? Until 2014, public money was allocated to restructure firms in difficulty for the sake of regional significance, social hardship and redundancies as well as sectoral significance without expecting gain in return. The only “punishment” for receiving good money for bad decisions was to contribute by having the firm close down a part of its production line, limit its market or close some of its subsidiaries. Why would not a State go further and have its good money put in a firm and possibly gain profit from future viability?

2.2. Firms in difficulty – sharing the burden of the past to benefit in future

Firms that find themselves in difficulty have different options at hand; they can either explore “market” options to overcome their difficulties by negotiating with their creditors, downsizing their operations or go through a bankruptcy proceeding. They could as well turn to State for resources in form of rescue and restructuring aid. By resorting to these types of aid, the firms in difficulties are essentially given another »go« at trying to sustain their difficulties, overcome them and continue operating at the level playing field – with a price to pay. They have to abide to stringent rules of 2014 R&R to mitigate the risk of competition being distorted by giving them unlawful market advantage over their competitors.


22 Between October 2008 and end 2010, the Commission adopted 26 decision on financial institutions restructuring thus approving the restructuring plans and making them binding upon the beneficiaries. Four banks ended up in a formal liquidation process, the remaining continued with the restructuring process and another 25 banks submitted their restructuring plans during 2011. Commission’s data show that its decisions covered 60 institutions; by September 2013, the Commission adopted decisions approving a restructuring plan for 44 banks, 23 approving winding down plans and one negative decision requiring the recovery of the aid granted. (15.10.2013 European Commission Memo, State aid: Commission adapts crisis rules for banks - frequently asked questions)

23 10.07.2013 - Communication from the Commission on the application, from 1 August 2013, of State aid rules to support measures in favour of banks in the context of the financial crisis. The novelties strengthened the burden sharing principle by requiring the banks to develop a sound plan for their restructuring or orderly winding down before they can receive recapitalisations or asset protection measures. In addition, when and if they were facing capital shortfalls, bank owners and junior creditors were required to contribute before additional state aid was awarded as a form of public funding.


25 Just by looking at the latest State Aid Scoreboard 2015, the Member states provided information on expenditure allocated via state aid instruments by end 2014. The total expenditure amounts to 101.2 billion EUR i.e. 0.72% of GDP on state aid. This figure includes aid provided for the financial sector, railways and services of general economic interest. Looking at state aid allocated under rescue and restructuring, on the level of the EU 28, the R&R expenditure is €651.1 mil. Thus, the financial effect plays a significant role in setting of the rescue and restructuring correctly.
As in previous version(s) of the Guidelines, the 2014 R&R Guidelines foresee rescue aid and restructuring aid with the difference of a temporary restructuring support (for SME and smaller State-owned enterprises) introduced in 2014. When it comes to restructuring aid, it needs to be limited to the necessary and argued minimum to secure the implementation of the restructuring plan and its overall desired effect. If the State is awarding aid in form of debt write off, capital or grants to the firm in difficulty, such a move may bring it into a more favourable position in the market and distort the position of its competitors. Thus, the restructuring plan must include a number of measures to mitigate that risk and make the firm adopt painful decisions in order to proceed further. Therefore, all the restructuring plans must, amongst others, contain own contribution to restructuring and as of 2014 R&R Guidelines, the burden sharing principle.

Own contribution may take different forms but what represents a common denominator is that it is normally as high as 50% of the total restructuring cost and its source is either own (re)sources free of State aid. It is expected that the beneficiary of restructuring aid participates in the overall costs by its own finances, debt-to-equity conversion or e.g. raising fresh equity. What is necessary is that the own contribution results nor from future profits neither from State aid to be received but to be the result of present activities, significant and real.

On the other hand, burden sharing assumes that the beneficiary has accounted for all the losses and is ready to, once the restructuring plan has been implemented fully and the firm has regained its viability, pay back the State aid from the future profit. This way a balance is established between the State giving aid and the firm receiving it; both are in the process together and both have a vested interest to see the process succeed. One may identify the State as the investor, the aid as an investment and burden sharing as return on the investment. The State acts as an investor by awarding aid into a “promising” beneficiary, expecting some of the investment made to be returned in form of gain for the State. From the point of view of the investor, the State has an interest to oversee the restructuring process via the corporate bodies under the company law to make sure its investment is protected by sound management decision thus, its return on investment secured.

Let us look at a concrete recent example of how a listed company that found itself in difficulty responded to challenge by applying the R&R Guidelines. Slovenia notified restructuring aid to...

Community guidelines on State aid for rescuing and restructuring firms in difficulty (OJ C 244, 1.10.2004, p. 2).
Commission Communication concerning the prolongation of the Community Guidelines on State aid for rescuing and Restructuring Firms in Difficulty (OJ C 156, 9.7.2009, p. 3). (6)
Commission communication concerning the prolongation of the application of the Community guidelines on State aid for rescuing and restructuring firms in difficulty of 1 October 2004 (OJ C 296, 2.10.2012, p. 3).

27 Rescue aid is an urgent and temporary measure that helps the firm keep up whilst the liquidation or the restructuring plan is being prepared. It is limited in its duration to financially and temporarily assist the firm to look at its difficulties, their source and come about them appropriately. Restructuring aid has a different character; it assists the firm in difficulty through an elaborated, time-limited but longer plan to overcome its difficulties and return to viability. Temporary restructuring support is liquidity assistance, providing financial support to the (SME) firm in difficulty whilst working out on conditions to bring it back to viability.

28 For details on content of a restructuring plans, see Annex II of the Guidelines

29 “…any State aid that enhances the beneficiary's equity position should be granted on terms that afford the State a reasonable share of future gains in value of the beneficiary, in view of the amount of State equity injected in comparison with the remaining equity of the company after losses have been accounted for.” Guidelines on State aid for rescuing and restructuring non-financial undertakings in difficulty, Official Journal C 249, 31.07.2014, point 67
Polzela d.d. whereas the notification was made preceded by the granting of a rescue aid which the Commission has previously approved on 23 June 2014. In 2014, the Court imposed a compulsory settlements procedure whereby a Financial restructuring plan was a key element as it had set out the agreed terms of restructuring. The compulsory settlement resulted in Slovenian state holding 30.42% of Polzela d.d. The Restructuring plan encompassed several measures: 1) Conversion of claims into share capital, 2) Rescheduling of financial claims of banks and claims by the State for taxes and contributions, 3) The write-off of 50% of operating liabilities, 4) Disposal of non-operating assets, 5) A state loan of €800,000.00 by Ministry of Economic Development and Technology per 7 years and 6) A state guarantee of €500.00.00 by Ministry of Finance. The Commission examined all measures against the content and requirements of the R&R Guidelines; it has also examined the Restructuring plan against the eligibility, objectives of common interest, social hardship or market failure, return to the long-term viability of Polzela d.d., the need for State intervention, the incentive effects, proportionality of the aid, own contribution to the restructuring from Polzela d.d.’s own resources, the application of the principle of burden sharing and negative effects of the aid and the overall balance. Polzela d.d. had to share the burden of its restructuring; as a result of the conversion, reprogramming and partial write-off of their claims under the compulsory settlement, the existing creditors have incurred losses on their financial exposure towards Polzela as they will not recover a substantial part of their original receivables. Following the conversion, the Republic of Slovenia acquired 30.42% of the Company and thus would have a share in any future gains in value of Polzela. The Commission considered that the restructuring aid ensured an adequate level of burden sharing by the shareholders and creditors of Polzela, is in compliance with the R&R Guidelines. To make sure the competition was not distorted, Polzela d.d. had to ensure that appropriate measures have also been undertaken whilst the restructuring aid is used. Hence, Polzela d.d. agreed to undertake certain behavioural as well as structural measures. Having examined the facts provided by Slovenia, the Commission has decided not to raise objections to the restructuring aid to Polzela d.d. on the grounds that it was compatible with the Internal market pursuant to Article 107(3) of the TFEU. The result of the restructuring plan and the overall success yet remains to be seen: the restructuring process and the implementation of the restructuring plan lasts until end 2017. By then, Polzela d.d. is obliged to provide semi-annual reports on the progress made in terms of realising the amounts designated as own contribution and annual reports on the overall implementation.

---

32 The Plan was examined by an independent reviewer and it was concluded that Polzela d.d. was insolvent yet that there is more than 50% probability that the implementation of the Plan would enable the restructuring to take place bringing Polzela d.d. again to the liquidity and solvency in the determined period of time.
33 Polzela d.d. agreed to withdraw selected products as well as sale by from the (relevant) market (lowpriced pantyhose and knee socks segment thus leading Polzela d.d. to a weakened competitive position and decreased market presence. Commission considered this measure against the manufacturing market of panty hose and stockings on which Polzela d.d. remained present and active and concluded that the measure in question would sufficiently prevent Polzela d.d. from gaining unfair competitive advantage by restructuring aid. In view of the point 98. of the 2014 R&R, the Commission looked at the applicability less stringent rules as regards the measures if the firm in difficulty was operating in an assisted area which was the case of Polzela d.d. under Article 107(3)(a). In terms of behavioural measures, Polzela d.d. made commitment not to publicise State support as a competitive advantage whilst marketing its products neither to acquire shares in any other undertaking during the period of restructuring.
Introducing burden sharing in the restructuring process insofar appears to be a positive move by the Commission; it no longer supports giving away public money for free, without the firm itself being penalized for past decision. The firm now receives the necessary aid but needs to financially limit the expectations of its shareholders in terms of profit which is reasonable: to be injected with public money to keep the business afloat on one hand and, on the other, to experience the boost and collect the dividend is far from a rewarding position. Additionally, the potentially positive prospect of the firm to which the State has contributed must give way for the State to rightfully participates in the “success” by participating in the profit share on account of providing aid.

4. THE OPEN ISSUES: TWO CARDS FOR THE FIRM BUT... NO LIMIT HOLD'EM FOR THE STATE?

Couple of issues emerge instantly for future closer analysis; the circumstance of the “whens and ifs” of the State’s entry to the firm are rather clear. Nonetheless, the circumstances of its “how much” are not clear enough. Notably, when comparing burden sharing to own contribution, the formula of own contribution is laid down in the R&R where, simplified, own contribution should amount to 50% of the restructuring costs. However, when looking at how the burden sharing is formulated (in the attempt to calculate it), we are met with the requirement, inter alia, that the State should have a “reasonable share of future gains”. What represents a reasonable share from the viewpoint of the State remains unanswered. We could easily foresee a situation where, for this or that reason, the State may actually wish to gain more than what it is actually financially entitled to. For that reason firms may be (un)intentionally driven to give away more equity / shares on account of the State standing by ready to provide aid. In those terms the 2014 R&R Guidelines, fail to provide any instrument ensuring the proportionality of burden sharing. On top of that, there is a question of the State (eventually) getting out of the firm, i.e. there is no limitation of the State’s life spam of presence in such firms. We could compare the restructuring aid to firms in difficulty with the venture capital funds (VCF) that finance collapsed firms by injecting cash to improve their liquidity and in return acquire proportionate equity. VCFs business model, without elaborating further, is to invest, acquire equity and, with the lapse of agreed time, sell their share at the market price to another investor. VCF do not look out for firms for a long-time equity hold and long term investment. Neither should the State. However, the State does have asset management strategy when restructuring aid is concerned and its equity acquired on the ground of burden sharing is of unlimited duration. There is a limited body of case law to date to be checked against these issues. Hence, before 2020, when the Commission plans to revisit the R&R, the practice should be examined and these issues taken into consideration in the new framework to be adopted.

Another issue that needs the attention is of a different character, less numeric and far more political in its essence. Once the restructuring process has been completed and the restructuring and business plan fully and, hopefully successfully, implemented what remains to be seen and with a critical mind – is the question of the investor principle of State. The rightful expectation of the State is to “cash in” the original investments by taking over debt-to-equity principle, thus being represented through ownership and accumulating all the owner’s rights as per national company’s law and other biding legislation, dependant on the Member state in question. What should at no case be an issue is for the State to execute its owner’s rights by resorting to a political or better say, politicised decision making when either a personnel or substantive business decisions are to be made. In case of later, the State may actually decide not to interfere

34 point 67., 2014 R&R Guidelines
with what is rightfully a Management Board competence. Nonetheless, coming to the first point – what if the State decides to interfere with the Management Board?

The State had already interfered with the firm but also with the market, awarding R&R aid; as the Commission defined in para 6 of the R&R Guidelines, “rescue and restructuring aid may significantly slow economic growth in the sectors concerned.” Thus, on top of the “interference” that had already occurred, what the firm should not need additionally is for the State to interfere on the personal / decision making level to “overprotect” ownership rights.

In its Notice on the notion of State aid\(^\text{35}\), the Commission explains the discretionary powers in applying the (aid) measure; the Commission here does not target the issue of what and to what extent the State executes its owner’s right in restructured firms – it is, however, useful mentioning that the Commission takes note of discretionary powers to exercise “a right” whereby the criteria are vague, general and/or imprecise. The worry of discretion applied whilst granting the aid is justifiable; should we not worry whether the potential discretion of influence of State in future management operations and daily business activities cross the boundaries?

Influence of the State in managing assets where the State is already a major(ity) equity or shareholder in post-communist / post-socialist block of countries is already perceived as a political pray that comes natural after every election cycle. It is likely not to be perceived as such amongst the “older” Member States rather than the new. This is not an issue that seeks its legal codification within the Guidelines nor the authors suggest to do so. This is rather a simpler case of political culture (not) to reach after more than what is already rightfully at hand in exercising the State’s ownership rights.

5. CONCLUSION

In the case of success of the overall restructuring process or the failure of it; burden sharing is one of the elements that jointly either lead to a successful completion of the restructuring process or it is ended in failure. The motivating factor behind both the management of the firm as well as the State to closely look at how the process is developing, is the burden that two parties shared. Burden sharing shall not contribute to the success/failure of the process as an isolated contributor but it shall definitely be a guarding point of the State to make sure its “investment” is protected. Applied in the decision-making process of restructuring the firms in difficulty, burden sharing may indeed serve as a “punishment” for past decisions taken by the management but also as a disciplinary measure for future; the firms shall take an even better caution in what is their daily but also strategic management decisions. Using the opportunity to have another “go” at the market under strict conditions, by using State resources cannot go without paying dues but also allowing the State to have its return on the investment. The proportional burden sharing against the State’s financial contribution needs to be secured. Yet, burden sharing is to be looked beyond the mathematical/investment formulas of digits but is to be also observed from a point of temptation that is lurking in the shadows of State’s equity. Exercising its owner’s right may be tempting for the State not just by expectations of gain but by the chance of exercising its right wider than expected. Disciplining the firm follows stringent rules yet disciplining the State may prove to be a challenge to look after in future.
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\(^{35}\) Commission Notice on the notion of State aid referred to in Article 107(1) of the TFEU, Official Journal C 262/01 2016, 19.07.2016, p. 28
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